ADATA Apple Lightning Card Reader
Our Lightning Card Reader is specially-designed for iOS devices and features official Apple MFi certification as a fully
licensed product. It offers total compatibility with iOS for seamless interconnectivity and wide media format
support, including professional RAW image files. It puts as much as 256GB capacity at your service and is the first
Lightning-based SD and microSD card reader with read and write capabilities, bringing these super-popular storage
expansion formats to iOS devices for fast and smooth content movement between your favorite platforms:
smartphones, tablets, digital cameras, and more.

Two-Way Data Express: First with Read
and Write!

Two Slots, Double Support
Plug SD and microSD cards into one compact accessory,

We're happy to deliver the first Lightning card reader connecting you to smartphones, tablets, digital cameras,
that works bi-directionally with fast read and write, and other content sources and destinations. The
connecting to iOS devices easily whether online or inclusion of SD and microSD means you can quickly
offline. Think of it as a high speed content expressway increase the storage capacity of your iOS devices by up to
that leads to vastly more convenient access to all your an additional 256GB for keeping more data and content
content in the highest fidelity, wherever you may be.

safe and handy, from business presentations to travel
mementos, so you're always in touch.

Picture Perfect

Exclusive Management App

For photo fans, the Lightning Card Reader is ideal as a The Lightning Card Reader includes our exclusive Power
way to transfer photos from digital cameras to iOS Drive app for effortlessly intuitive use and access to
devices. Browse and share them with people face to diverse features with strong media support, including
face or upload to the internet for an even bigger professional-grade RAW image files. Search, play,
audience - it's all part of a new, more vivid way to live.

manage, and backup without having to login to iTunes or
even going online.

Features
● First Lightning card reader with read/write support
● MFI-certified

Ordering Information
Color

Model No.

EAN Code

WHITE

AMFICRWH

4712366963429

● Flexible and highly durable flat cable made using
thermoplastic elastomers (TPE)
● Textured materials resist scratches and fingerprints
● Free data management App
● Multimedia playback

Specifications
● Interface: Lightning
● Slots: SD/microSD
● Supported memory card:
SDHC, SDXC, microSDHC, microSDXC
● Color: White
● Dimensions (L x W x H):
132 x 39 x 8mm (5.2 x 1.5 x 0.3in)
●Weight: 10g/0.35oz

● Warranty: 1 year

